
Be part of the iCREW : a team that advocates respect for iNDIVIDUALITY.   

iCrew Booth will make you become 
a better student, 

a better you!

Want to excel in your grades or gain a lot of friends? The iCrew 
booth will help you.  

Below are titles of books in the iLRC that can help you become a 
better learner and a better person as well. 

Check these out now!

101 tips for being a bestfriend
20 teachable virtues

A footballer called flip
After you

Afternoon of the elves
Alexander and the wind-up mouse

Anything for a friend
Arrogant Kim

Benjamin Bear says sorry
Benjamin Bear says thank you

Bestfriends
Big Al

Blubber
Blue star rapture
Bud, not buddy
Bully busting

Clifford finds a clue
Clifford’s good deeds

Cruel Bob
Danny the angry lion

Don't need friends
Dot Spots

Everyday human values
Friends forever

Friendship secrets
Glumby the grumbler

Golden & Grey
Greedy Bob
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Hands off!
Hello!

Hogger the hoarding beastie: A little beastie book about sharing
How to be a friend

Hugging: values to live by
I am sorry

I have manners!
I love you because you're you

I’ll always be your friend
I’m sorry

If you’re angry and you know it!
I'm really sorry

Impatient Solomon
It's mine

Jealous Bill
Just the way you are

Kira-kira
Lonely

Lost at sea
Making friends: a guide to getting along with people

May I bring a friend?
Moral stories for children 3
Moral stories for children 4

Nobody likes me
Queen for a day

Rainbow fish and the big blue whale
Rainbow fish and the sea monster's cave

Rainbow fish: Don’t cheat Rusty!
Scrappy the squabler
Sharing can be fun

Sir Arthur to the rescue
Stubborn Bill

The annoying team
The Berenstein bears and the bully

The very best of friends
There's no room in the forest for everyone

Too nice
Tyrone the horrible

Volunteer of the year
Wanted: Best friend
We didn’t mean to

Where's the big bad wolf?
Why are you so mean to me?

Why be bossy?
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Why lose your temper?
Why tease?

Will I have a friend?
You can count on me

Improve your memory skills
Help! I have to study

How to pass any exam
Help! I have to take a test
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